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Disclaimer

This information and material contained in this presentation is of a general nature and is intended for educational 
purposes only. Opinions expressed are subject to change without notice and are not intended as investment advice or to 
predict future performance. This presentation does not constitute a recommendation or a solicitation or offer of the 
purchase or sale of securities. Furthermore, this presentation does not endorse or recommend any tax, legal, or 
investment related strategy, trading related strategy or model portfolio. The future performance of an investment, trade, 
strategy or model portfolio cannot be deduced from past performance.

As with any investment, trade, strategy or mode portfolio, the outcome depends upon many factors including:  investment  
or trading objectives, income, net worth, tax bracket, risk tolerance, as well as economic and market factors. Asset 
allocation does not assure or guarantee better performance and cannot eliminate the risk of investment or trading loss. 
Economic forecasts set forth may not develop as predicted and there can be no guarantee that investments, trades, 
strategies or mode portfolios discussed will be successful.

All information contained in this presentation has been derived from sources that are deemed to be reliable but not 
guaranteed.
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Notable Quotes

“All the hot air surrounding the 
climate change debate has 
contributed its fair share to warming 
the earth. Who could potentially 
finance all the new Green New Deals 
of this world, all these expensive 
policies that are demanded but not 
prized in? Instead of devising 
solutions that will land us in another 
economic crisis of unforeseeable 
dimensions, it might be more prudent 
to survey the market-based solutions 
to the environmental problem.”

Dr. Barbara Kolm, 
Vice President of the Austrian 
National Bank (OeNB) and Director 
of the Austrian Economics Center

“For innovative solutions to 
environmental problems, the last 
places one should look are the 
smoke-filled rooms of politicians or 
the paper-stuffed file drawers of 
career bureaucrats. Problems are 
most often found and more 
effectively solved when we place a 
premium on positive incentives, 
cutting-edge technology and 
competitive entrepreneurship.”

Lawrence W. Reed, 
President Emeritus of the Foundation 
for Economic Education

“The idea of a more sustainable, 
cleaner, and social economic system 
is not new .. it is happening as we 
speak thanks to competition and 
technology .. consumers are already 
making companies all over the world 
implement increasingly higher 
sustainability and environmentally 
friendly policies .. If we want a more 
sustainable world, we need to defend 
sound money policies .. free markets 
.. will make this world better for all.”

Daniel Lacalle, 
Economist and Fund Manager, 
Chief Economist at Tressis SV
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Trends in Today’s Sustainability Investing Environment –
Special Report: “The next stage of ESG evolution in the pension landscape” by Amin Rajan

Investors want market-level 
returns in addition to non-
financial outcomes

Investors have a greater 
focus on environmentalism

Within the environmentalism focus, 
investors are looking at climate change, 
carbon emissions, biodiversity
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Challenges in Today’s Sustainability Investing Environment

• Is it possible to simultaneously target generating portfolio returns and invest in 
sustainability?

• Is it possible to invest in businesses that are actually profitable, and also helping 
society and the environment at the same time?

• Is it possible to invest in economical-based businesses that promote the 17 UN 
Sustainable Development Goals and providing a transition to renewable energies?

• Is it possible to invest in businesses aligned with the positives of human nature, 
instead of agenda-based environmentalism
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Deutsche Bank – University of Hamburg 
• Positive link between stronger ESG management and better financial 

performance – link here

University of Oxford and Arabesque Partners 
• Positive relationship between sustainability with equity performance 

and with lower cost of capital – link here

Harvard Business Study 
• Focusing on material sustainability issues can be value-enhancing for 

shareholders – link here

Alex Edmans on The Business Case for Purposeful Business
• link to presentation

Are there studies supporting a Sustainability Investing approach?

https://www.db.com/news/detail/20160425-economy-views-sustainability-and-financial-success
https://arabesque.com/research/From_the_stockholder_to_the_stakeholder_web.pdf
https://dash.harvard.edu/bitstream/handle/1/14369106/15-073.pdf?sequence=1
https://www.researchaffiliates.com/en_us/publications/video/2019-advisor-symposium-alex-edmans-the-business-case-for-purposeful-business.html
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International Journal of Trade, Economics and Finance
• The impact of ESG practicies on Economic Performance using 

evididence from ESG scores – link here

Rock Center for Corporate Governance – Stanford University 
• Business case for ESG – link here

MDPI – Economic and Business Aspects of Sustainability 
• ESG performance enhances firm value – link here

New York University STERN
• Relationship between ESG and financial performance – link here

Are there studies supporting a Sustainability Investing approach?

https://www.researchgate.net/publication/318964461_The_Impact_of_Environmental_Social_and_Governance_Practices_ESG_on_Economic_Performance_Evidence_from_ESG_Score
https://papers.ssrn.com/sol3/papers.cfm?abstract_id=3393082
https://www.mdpi.com/2071-1050/10/10/3635/htm
https://www.stern.nyu.edu/sites/default/files/assets/documents/NYU-RAM_ESG-Paper_2021%20Rev_0.pdf
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School of Economics and Management, North China Electric 
Power University

• Positive correlation between ESG development and financial 
performance of large listed power generation companies – link here

Journal of Business Ethics
• Firm size has a significant influence on the ESG score, the pressure 

to disclose social and ecological aspects of the company increases 
with higher firm visibility – link here

Romanian – American University; University of Craiova
• The positive impact of ESG factors on market value of companies 

from travel and tourism industry – link here

Urban Institute, Kyushu University
• Higher market value & financial capacity usually come up with more 

ESG-related actions – link here

Are there studies supporting a Sustainability Investing approach?

https://www.mdpi.com/2071-1050/10/8/2607/htm
https://link.springer.com/article/10.1007/s10551-019-04164-1
https://www.researchgate.net/publication/333478379_THE_IMPACT_OF_ESG_FACTORS_ON_MARKET_VALUE_OF_COMPANIES_FROM_TRAVEL_AND_TOURISM_INDUSTRY
https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/abs/pii/S1544612321001896
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What is the Austrian School of Economics? 

Why use it as the basis of a Sustainability Investment Philosophy?

Investment Philosophy with a Dual Mandate:

• Value-Investing approach based on the principles of the Austrian School of Economics, 
a unique school of thought initially developed in the 1870s in Vienna, Austria

• Principles emphasize enduring businesses with high free cash flows and manageable 
debt, together with elements of innovation, entrepreneurialism, and stores of value

• Provides a powerful advantage in an era beset with excessive debt and leverage

• Dual Focus Challenge – Identify great, successful businesses which are helping society 
and the environment and at the same time target outperforming portfolio returns
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Market Environmentalism –

Four Principles from the Austrian School of Economics

01
Market Economy 

02

Private Property 
Rights

03

Decentralization 

04

Optimism and 
Innovation 
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Market Economy 

Economic and environmental success are not mutually exclusive. While many claim the 
“market approach” has been tried, it is a “crony approach” that has often prevailed, marked 
by fossil fuel subsidies, energy monopolies, and regulatory capture. 

The freer an economy, the better its environmental outcomes. As economies grow richer, 
they become more efficient and environmentally conscious, which leads to a gradual 
decoupling of economic growth and pollution. 

Only the market economy’s dynamic nature incentivizes entrepreneurs to do “more with 
less” and to create innovations that limit our ecological footprint. 

Free trade is crucial for both innovation and cooperation between people around the world, 
to jointly tackle environmental challenges.
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Market Economy 

The Monetary Authority of Singapore (MAS) has launched the Singapore-Asia Taxonomy for Sustainable Finance 
(Singapore-Asia Taxonomy), which sets out detailed thresholds and criteria for defining green and transition activities that 
contribute to climate change mitigation across eight focus sectors.

The Singapore-Asia Taxonomy is the world’s first taxonomy to pioneer the concept of a “transition” category, as MAS 
cites a need to properly contextualize “transition” for the Asian region. 
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Private Property Rights

Property rights provide the incentives for both environmental sustainability and 
accountability. That which no one owns, no one cares for. 

In contrast, ownership stimulates stewardship and responsibility. 

Strong property rights also include the ability to trade resources, which allows for markets 
to reallocate natural resources for conservation purposes
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Private Property Rights
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Decentralization

Many environmental challenges are communal in nature, and local communities are better 
placed than governments to manage their shared resources. 

Where central planners lack the on-the-ground information, communities benefit from the 
dynamic, decentralized knowledge necessary to implement effective conservation 
strategies. 

Decentralizing power from government bureaucracies to local communities fosters closer 
cooperation, resource management, and environmental accountability.
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Decentralization

Example from Schneider Electric 

– Municipal Government
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Optimism and Innovation

Nihilism, degrowth, and misanthropy are the enemies of the environment. 

We must embrace optimism and the power of innovation to achieve real change. Humans 
are not a plague on the planet but rather the “ultimate resource,” capable of bringing forth 
innovative ideas and solutions to protect our environment. 

Environmental challenges can be solved through innovation, technological progress, and 
entrepreneurship—while rejecting alarmist and unscientific approaches.
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Optimism and Innovation

Example from ABB
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Other Market Environmentalism Examples

For Farmers, Ranchers, Land Stewards
• Enhancing fish habitat by trading instream 

water flows
• Diversifying ranch income by providing 

recreation and hunting opportunities
• Enhancing farmer or rancher income 

through revenue streams from 
environmental groups for habitat 
preservation

For Companies involved in Pollution Reduction 
Including Carbon Emissions:
• Employ Robotics Process Automation (RPA) and 

Business Process Optimization to reduce carbon 
emissions and cut operational costs at the same time

• Leverage technologies and innovations for 
minimizing pollutant emissions

For Companies involved with Commodity 
Efficiencies and Inputs
• Leverage technologies and innovations for 

energy efficiency enhancements, using less 
water and commodity inputs

Decentralized Solutions
• Local Communities and Municipalities
• Landowners, Ranchers, Farmers, Stewards

For Governments
• Enhancing property rights and encouraging good 

stewardship of the environment and resources;
• Reviewing regulations towards fostering innovation, 

technology, entrepreneurialism;
• Fostering decentralized sustainability solutions based on 

the SEZ;
• Minimizing government subsidies that often degrade the 

environment;
• Promoting market incentives that spur entities/individuals 

to conserve resources, protect environmental quality;
• Enhancing legal infrastructure on polluters - should be 

liable for the harm they cause others.

For Companies Involved in Energy Transition
• Opportunity – receive income through revenue streams 

from environmental groups for habitat preservation;
• Opportunities – see later slides - Application of ABB, 

Schneider Electric, technologies for energy efficiencies 
on buildings, transportation, manufacturing, residences.
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What approach make sense on Investing in ESG and Sustainability? 

q Implement an integrated view of ESG, Socially Responsible, and Impact Investing – all 3

q Incorporate the 17 UN Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) as part of your analysis, and only invest 
in successful businesses that meet your high standards for helping society and the environment

q Assess comprehensive ESG metrics, positive screens and negative screens for Socially Responsible

q Assess the extent of Impact Investments by each business

q Take an active ownership approach with the businesses
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q Include great businesses that cover aspects of design, implementation and operations of sustainable 
energy and environmental systems– generally greater net-profit in the design/implementation

q Assess great businesses’ plans for transition strategies from legacy to future sustainable systems

q Include great businesses investing in clean, scalable and 0 carbon emissions nuclear fusion energy

q Emphasize great businesses enhancing efficiencies of production and use – not just minimizing waste

q Assess all organizational and industry life-cycle phases of carbon emissions, from design and 
manufacturing to operations – not just the end product like an EV battery or car

What approach make sense on Investing in ESG and Sustainability? 
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q Invest in intersecting trends, technologies and renewable energy transition:

• Low Carbon/Green Hydrogen – CO waste product in steel; wood shavings; biomass gasification (carbon -)
• Nuclear Fission/Cogeneration/Hydrogen
• Low Carbon/Green Ammonia – fertilizers, chemicals, transportation, shipping, energy
• Natural Gas arbitrage - fertilizers
• Nuclear Fusion – oil and gas legacy revenue investments in private companies, EV, hydrogen
• Energy efficiency technologies – innovation companies, also intersecting lifecycle of hydrogen/fusion
• Oil/Gas, Recycling-based Steel, and Industrial Metal/Commodities companies in renewables
• Inputs versus Services – like dot.com, emphasize investing in inputs required versus services

What approach make sense on Investing in ESG and Sustainability? 

Morgan Stanley Study, Earthshots by Ed Stanley
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Impact Investing Examples

Schneider Electric – energy and automation solutions for efficiency and automation – based in France
Ø Rated #1 top business by Corporate Knights – world’s most sustainable business
Ø Supporting SME with sustainable energy access and reforestation - Schneider Electric Energy Access impact fund

ABB - robotics, power, heavy electrical equipment, and automation technology areas – based in Switzerland
Ø Contributing to community projects and charities - in 2020, contributed to more than 340  (ABB Sustainability Report 2020)
Ø Donating time and funds - employees and businesses donated estimated $10.1 million and 2,300 person-days in volunteer 

work (ABB Sustainability Report 2020)

Oisix Ra Daichi – healthy and sustainable food from the farms to the supermarket – based in Japan
Ø Providing long-term support to the food industry damaged by the Great East Japan Earthquake
Ø Providing school lunches for children in developing countries by choosing to eat healthy foods 

UPM-Kymmene – sustainable forest industry services and products – based in Finland
Ø Promoting project on the conservation of environment in Uruguay
Ø Partnering with the Economy and Youth TAT’s Yrityskylä (Business village) project to teach children societal skills. The model 

society helps mentor kids in the skills of sustainable consumption and working life.

Chr Hansen – natural ingredient solutions for variety of industries – based in Denmark
Ø Supporting small local farmers in Kenya – together with CARE Denmark, CARE Kenya and local organizations
Ø Supporting Civil Society Organizations, such as Dairies without Borders, Chr. Hansen aiming to strengthen access to nutrition 

in developing countries by helping to develop small family run businesses

Disclaimer: The above information contains examples for illustrative purposes and is not intended to portray recommendations, or an invitation or 
inducement to trade a particular financial instrument or to engage in an investment activity.

https://www.se.com/
https://global.abb/
https://en.oisixradaichi.co.jp/
https://www.upm.com/
https://www.chr-hansen.com/
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